THE WORK OF THE FUTURE: LEARNING AT THE WORKPLACES
27-28 October 2011, Bergamo Italy

Thursday, 27 October 2011
Pre-conference
(Conference Room, Piazzale S. Agostino, n. 2)
9.00–10.30 European Industrial Relations: Practice and Theory
RICHARD HYMAN, LSE
Discussant: MARIA TUTTObENE
Adapt-CQIA PhD School
Chair: GIADA SALTA
Adapt-CQIA PhD School
10.30–12.30 Trade Union membership in Australia
CHRISTINA CREGAN, University of Melbourne
Discussant: VALENTINA SORCI
Adapt-CQIA PhD School
Chair: PIETRO MANZella
Adapt-MaRCO Biagi Foundation PhD School

Learning at the Workplaces
(Conference Room, Piazzale S. Agostino, n. 2)
14.30–15.15 Workplace learning as a tool to reduce the mismatch between labour demand and supply
EMMANUELE MASSAGLI
Adapt-MaRCO Biagi Foundation PhD School
15.15–16.00 The pedagogical framework
GIUSEPPE BERTAGNA, University of Bergamo
16.00–16.45 The legal and institutional framework
MICHELE TIRABOSCHI
University of Modena and Reggio Emilia
16.45–17.30 Apprenticeship in Europe
LISA RUSTICO
University of Modena and Reggio Emilia
17.30–18.30 Questions and Answers
Chairs: UMBERTO BURATTi and GAIA GIOLI
Adapt-CQIA PhD School
** ** **
18.30–20.00 Presentation of the books:
«Fuori dal tunnel. Le difficili transizioni dalla scuola al lavoro in Italia e nel mondo»
by FRANCESCO PASTORE
The Second University of Naples
Chairs: GIUSEPPE IPPOlITO and MARCO VIOLA
Adapt-CQIA PhD School
«Oltre L’idea moderna di lavoro»
by ALESSANDRA GEROLIN
Catholic University of Milan

Friday, 28 October 2011
New Industrial and Labour Relations: Skills, Productivity and Labour Quality
(Conference Room, Piazzale S. Agostino, n. 2)
9.30–10.15 The work of the future: challenges and development
FRANCESCA SPEROTTI,
Adapt-CQIA PhD School
10.15–11.30 The future of Industrial Relations in Europe
RICHARD HYMAN, LSE
11.30–12.00 New jobs, new risks, new inequalities
MALCOLM SARGEANT, Middlesex University
12.00–12.30 Trade Union Education and Training in Europe
REBECCA GUMBRELL-McCORMICK,
Birkbeck University of London
12.30–13.00 Questions and Answers
Chair: PAOLO TOMASSETTI
Adapt-CQIA PhD School

Training the Workers of Tomorrow session I
(Conference Room, Piazzale S. Agostino, n. 2)
14.30–15.00 Good jobs, bad jobs: youth in the global economy
CHRISTINA CREGAN, University of Melbourne
15.00–15.30 Youth employment policies in the U.S.
FULVIA JORDAN, City University of New York
15.30–16.00 Youth employment policies in Spain
JODI GARCÍA VIÑA, University of Barcelona
Chair: LISA RUSTICO
University of Modena and Reggio Emilia

Training the Workers of Tomorrow session II
(Kilometro Rosso Science Park)
17.00–18.30 What role for school and university?
MARIA STELLA GELMINI
Italian Minister of Education, University and Research
STEFANO PALEARI
Chancellor of the University of Bergamo
Chair: FRANCO CATTANE0
Deputy Director of L’Evo di Bergamo